INTRODUCTION
Rational schemes form a very simple class of abstract recursive définitions insofar as the recursion involved can already be represented by regular équations with parameters. Following [8] , these schemes are built up inductively from a set Q of opération symbols together with combinators P ( -for projections, C for composition, and U t for resolution of regular équations. Interpreting Q by a complete Q-algebra se, a rational scheme defines a rational opération on J/.
The usefulness of such a rational calculus has already been recognized in [2, 12, 13, 14] , because it describes the control structure of many recursively defîned objects in computer science. E. g., Kleene's theorem for finite automata and Engeler's block-normal-form resuit for flowcharts can be understood as instances of a gênerai normal-form theorem for rational schemes, [7] . For this and many other applications it is essential to allow the explicit use of composition and nested multiple recursion.
However, application of rational schemes is not restricted to "regular recursion". "Context-free recursion" [11] and even recursion on higher functional domains [3, 4] can be treated appropriately taking derived algebras as interprétations. In f act, we have shown in [9] how to obtain Damm's recursion hierarchy theorem using this technique.
The last observation demonstrates that the rational calculus can well be viewed as an alternative to the typed ^-calculus with fixed-point operators. First, our calculus is based on typed combinators without using variables, second, and in contrast to [6] , higher type recursion is split up into regular recursion and dérivation.
The purpose of this paper is to give a proper operational semantics to rational schemes and prove its équivalence to denotational semantics. We prefer the notion of réduction semantics because the order of réduction steps will not be specified. It might be an interesting conséquence of this to consider the rational calculus in the context of functional programming. Our réduction semantics would directly lead to implementation on réduction machines.
The paper is organized as follows: We start by recalling abstract syntax and denotational semantics of rational schemes as introduced in [8] . In particular, we are using algebras without rank, i. e., an opération has an arbitrary number of arguments. Thereby, we avoid many-sorted algebras in the treatment of higher-type recursion. Next, we introducé réduction rules on computation terms and define a corresponding réduction relation by means of structural induction. This purely algebraic définition of the réduction relation turns out to be very useful because parallel réductions can be performed within one step. As a conséquence, we get an easy proof of a standardization theorem. Then, we apply this result to show that the values reducible from a computation term form a directed set. This leads in a natural way to réduction semantics.
DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS OF RATIONAL SCHEMES
In this section we briefly recall abstract syntax and denotational semantics of rational schemes. They were introduced in [8] where one can also find more motivation for our choice of rank-free algebras.
Let ibea set. Then Ops (A): = {f \ f : A*-+A) is the set of opérations on A.
Let Q be a set of opérations symbols (without arities). Then cp: Q-»OpsQ4) détermines an Q-algebra: sé\ = < A; <p > e Alg n .
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For any set X there exists:
J^ (X) G Alg n , freely generated by X Hence, any assignment a: X^A with se' = (A\ cp>eAlg n extends uniquely to a homomorphism:
S:
^n(X)-*s#.
If X=Ç), we simply write ^a instead of J^nCÇ)) and dénote the unique homomorphism by h^. The same situation arises when starting from a complete partially ordered set A -complete with respect to directed subsets -and continuous opérations on A, The corresponding objects are denoted by: A1&, J^QO and h^.
For an arbitrary complete algebra se e Alg^ there exists a natural class of opérations, so-called rational opérations, which can be obtained uniformly from the class of projections by means of left-composition with base opéra-tions of se, composition and resolution. The essential construction is that of resolution: it corresponds to the least solution of a system of regular équations with parameters.
Syntax of rational Q-schemes
We define the set R(Q) of rational symbols over Q by
and the algebra Rat fi of rational Q-schemes by In contrast to our previous treatment we distinguish F from F because F' will dénote left-composition with the base opération denoted by F. Moreover, instead of only one resolution symbol U we take U t in order to consider the i-th équation as the defining équation. This modification becomes necessary for a proper réduction semantics as we shall see below.
Without choosing a particular représentation of the initial algebra ^" R (n) , we get an inductive description of its carrier Rat Q : the set Rat n of rational Q-schemes is the least K such that:
is meant to be the free application of <p^(G) to the arguments S l9 ..., S n in the initial algebra ^R im , and the special case G (e) e Rat n is short for <p^ (G) (e) the free application to the empty argument list.
Remember that an opération can have an arbitrary number of arguments. See [8] for more details.
Semantics of rational Q-schemes
Let Q be interpreted by sé = < A; cp > e Alg^.
For the semantics of rational Q-schemes in sé it suffices to construct an R (Q)-algebra because of the initiality of Rat n in Alg^( n) . Therefore, wedefine the rational algebra:
of <srf by Note that according to our convention Ops(A) contains only continuous opérations because we started from a cpo A, and that continuity is preserved under each functional q>(G) with GeR(Q).
The semantics of rational Q-schemes is now given by the initial R (Q)-homomorphism:
Rat n^K (^), and we dénote the semantics of a rational scheme S in si by
COMPUTATION TERMS AND REDUCTIONS
We just explained the meaning of a rational scheme S e Rat n interpreted by si eAlgQ as a certain opération of si, also called rational opération. lts application to a value aeA* produces generally an infinité object: insofar as fixed-points are involved. More precisely, [S]^(a) can be understood as the homomorphic image of an infinité rational tree, [8] ,
Here, we shall present a method for Computing the value |[S]^(fl) by means of finite approximations. For this purpose, we generalize the réduction semantics given in [10, 11] , also see [5] , for rational and recursive schemes in equational normal form using schematic grammars.
Given an interprétation j/eAlg^ of Q we define the set of computation terms of sé as:
i. e., as the carrier of the (Q U Rat ft )-algebra freely generated by A. 
R,(S) (£)-!", R ( (S) (£) -• S, (Ri (S) (£)... R s (S) (£) £) (i ^ s).
The essential rules are of course the last two because they will describe the fixed-point approximations according to Kleene's fixed-point Theorem.
These réduction rules détermine a réduction relation:
namely the least precongruence containing these rules and the identity relation on #, i.e.:
(1) If E t -> E 2 is a réduction rule, then E x \-E 2 .
( Note that we gave a purely algebraic définition of the réduction relation, not a syntactic one using "contexts". We shall see that this kind of réduction relation facilitâtes the proof of the standardization theorem as it allows parallel réductions in one step. This technique has already been used by Tait and Martin-Löf for proving the Church-Rosser theorem of the X-calculus, see [1] .
STANDARDIZATION
Before we proceed to define réduction semantics, we simplify our task insofar as we restrict ourselves to left-reductions.
A a special case of h we get the left-reduction relation V ç c € 1 \
(1) If E x -> E 2 is a réduction rule, then E t \-E 2 .
(2) If F(aE i E)e^ with Fefi, aeA*, Ee<£* 9 and E x h E 2 , then
YF{aE 2 E).
Standardization theorem
If £ e Comp fi (^4) and a e A, then Eb a implies E \-a.
Proof by induction on the réduction length n. (1) n = 0: EVa implies E = a and E\-a. 
. E' r ). . . S S (E[ . . . E' r ))Y a.
The assertion then follows f rom the induction hypothesis because p-Yq -n. Since all E • occur in parallel we can apply the same technique as above.
THE DIRECTED VALUE SET OF A COMPILATION TERM
Generally, there are many ways to reduce a computation term EeW. So, we are led to define the value set of E by:
It was shown in [10, 11] that schematic languages associated with rational and recursive program schemes in equational normal form are directed sets. Here, we prove an analogous result.
THÉORÈME : For each Ee^ val (E) is a directed subset of A.
Proof: From the standardization theorem we know that:
EYa}. \3aei: £ h a and a u a 2 S aProof of (*) by induction on n:
(1) n = 0: El-a^ implies a 1 =a 2 = :a.
(2) n -• ïi+ 1: We assume that (*) holds for n.
Let £ 1-a x and E \-a 2 such that max{n ls n 2 }=n+l. Now, we proceed by case analysis on E.
(a) £ = a'ev4: This is impossible since a'Ya-^ implies n f = 0 in contrast to the assumption that max{n 1( n 2 }=n+l. (c) E = S(E 1 ...E P ):
In all cases of S, except one, the first left-reduction step is uniquely determined so that the induction argument applies directly. The exception is given by S = U i (S 1 . . . S s ) with 1 ^ i ^ 5 because in that case we have two possible left-reduction steps. But, since one of them dérives ± Ai the assertion trivially holds.
REDUCTION SEMANTICS OF RATIONAL SCHEMES
The previous resuit enables us to define the réduction semantics of a computation term E e <$ by Remember that A is complete with respect to directed subsets. From the définition we dérive réduction semantics for a rational scheme S e Rat n interpreted by se e Alg n as f ollows:
Our main resuit states that this operational type of semantics coincides with denotational semantics. 
This will be shown by induction on the structure of E. It is now easy to check that: 
